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Original Article

Immunotherapy with radiotherapy fails to improve prognosis of 
patients with stage IV non-small cell lung cancer: a retrospective 
cohort analysis of the THUNDER-2 study
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Background: Radiotherapy (RT) may enhance the systemic antitumor reaction to immunotherapy (IT). 
Currently, the effect of RT in stage IV non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) patients treated with IT is 
uncertain. This study aimed to confirm the role of RT in these patients. 
Methods: We enrolled 120 stage IV NSCLC patients who had been treated with IT and had received 
external beam radiation therapy (EBRT) or radioactive particle implantation (RPI) at 3 oncology centers in 
Shandong province between 2019 and 2021. We assessed relevant clinical factors and regular follow-up was 
conducted via electronic medical records and telephone. The primary endpoint was overall survival (OS). 
Different combination models in various populations were compared by generating Kaplan-Meier curves 
and Cox regression analysis.
Results: The OS for the overall population was 5 months (range, 0–31 months) and the overall survival 
rate was 47.5%. Patients receiving IT with RPI had the least favorable prognostic trend (median survival: 
2 months) compared to those receiving IT without RT (median survival: 9 months) and IT with EBRT 
(median survival: 10 months), but this difference was not significant (P=0.148). In subgroup analysis, 
patients treated with IT with RPI appeared to have a worse prognosis in some specific cohorts, such as 
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Introduction

Non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) accounts for 
approximately 85–90% of all lung cancer types (1). Early 
diagnosis of disease is low due to the lack of typical clinical 
symptoms. About one third of lung cancer patients are 
already at stage IV at the time of initial diagnosis, leaving 
them beyond the optimal window for surgery.

Radiotherapy (RT) is considered an important treatment 
for patients with non- surgical NSCLC (2). Most patients 
with stage IV NSCLC have widespread disease. Palliative 
radiation therapy plays an integral part in relieving 
symptoms and improving quality of life (3). The clinical 
efficiency of RT has been attributed to its ability to induce 
DNA damage, which may lead to direct tumor cell death. 
Furthermore, the presence of radiation-induced antitumor 
immunity and its synergy with immunotherapy (IT) has 
been increasingly recognized as a potential therapeutic 
approach (4). RT affects the immune system in several ways, 
including alteration of the tumor microenvironment, release 
of cytokines and chemokines, infiltration of immune cells, 
and increased susceptibility of tumor cells to immunogenic 
cell death (3). Above all, the radiation treatment stimulates 
the expression of specific antigens in the irradiated tumor 
cells. These antigens can be recognized and phagocytosed 
by antigen-presenting cells (APCs) and presented to 
CD8 T cells. Together, these events promote anti-tumor 
T-cell immune responses. The aim of RT is evolving from 
direct tumor death to tumor immune microenvironment 
reconstitution and immune modulation.

Immune checkpoint inhibitors (ICIs), particularly 
those targeting programmed cell death protein-1 (PD-1) 
or programmed cell death ligand-1 (PD-L1), have shown 
durable efficacy in some NSCLC patients, and these 
agents have become the cornerstone of systemic antitumor  
therapy (5) .  By blocking inhibitory pathways that 
physiologically control the immune response, ICIs restore 
and maintain the immune system's attack on cancer cells (6). 

males [hazard ratio (HR) =2.433, P=0.031], non-squamous carcinoma histologies (HR =2.680, P=0.034), 
patients with oligometastases (HR =7.967, P=0.024), patients with liver metastases (HR =10.808, P=0.011) 
or brain metastases (HR =20.087, P=0.005), and those with Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group (ECOG) 
performance score ≥2 (HR =2.769, P=0.043). Multivariate Cox analysis of total population revealed that 
ECOG score and IT stage were the independent prognostic factors. IT combined with EBRT did not have 
a significant survival benefit in all subgroups. Concurrent IT with RT and first-line and second-line IT 
combined with RT trended toward improved long-term prognosis.
Conclusions: While the robustness of the present conclusions is limited by relatively small sample size 
and retrospective nature of this research, the addition of EBRT or RPI to IT did not significantly improve 
patients’ OS in stage IV NSCLC. Early combination IT after RT may benefit patients with long-term 
survival.
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Highlight box

Key findings 
• The addition of external beam radiation therapy (EBRT) or 

radioactive particle implantation (RPI) to immunotherapy (IT) did 
not significantly improve patients’ overall survival (OS) in stage IV 
non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC). Early combination IT after 
radiotherapy (RT) may benefit patients with long-term survival.  

What is known and what is new?  
• Previous studies showed that RT combined with IT can provide 

benefits to patients with advanced NSCLC.
• We found that the addition of RT to IT didn’t improve patients’ 

OS in stage IV NSCLC. In some specific populations, patients 
who underwent RPI to IT had a less favorable OS than those who 
underwent IT monotherapy.

What is the implication, and what should change now? 
• This study may provide a basis for optimizing the combination 

strategy of IT. It suggests that EBRT should be given preference to 
relieve local symptoms in patients with stage IV NSCLC than RPI 
therapy. Appropriate combination modality and precise timing of 
combination could significantly prolong the long-term survival in 
stage IV NSCLC. 
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They have changed the treatment landscape for advanced/
metastatic NSCLC and have been integrated into the 
second-line treatment of advanced NSCLC (7). Toripalimab 
and tislelizumab are novel humanized immunoglobulin 
monoclonal antibodies that targets PD-1. A few phases 1/3 
clinical trials have shown that they have a favorable safety 
and anti-tumor activity in patients with NSCLC (8,9).

Patients with stage IV NSCLC may have larger tumors 
and are in poor physical condition with distant metastases, 
making larger tumors couldn’t reach the therapeutic dose. 
Systemic treatment is still recommended for patients with 
advanced lung cancer, IT has emerged as a new treatment 
option for lung cancer. However, only 20% of patients with 
non-small cell lung cancer respond to ICIs (10). Through 
time, most patients who initially respond to immunotherapy 
become resistant, thereby limiting the durability of 
immunotherapy (11).

The combination of RT and IT is an ongoing and 
promising area of research. The PACIFIC study showed 
that the median overall survival (OS) increased by  
18.4 months in patients with durvalumab after concurrent 
chemoradiotherapy than patients with concurrent 
chemoradiotherapy, and 42.9% of patients survived for more 
than 5 years (12). Consolidation therapy with durvalumab 
after concurrent chemoradiotherapy has become the 
standard regimen for stage III unresectable NSCLC (13). 
The PEMBRO-RT phase 2 randomized clinical trial 
(RCT) indicated that stereotactic body radiation therapy 
(SBRT) followed by IT has a clear favorable trend over IT 
alone for metastatic NSCLC: the median progression-free 
survival (PFS) was 6.6 months versus 1.9 months (P=0.19), 
and the median OS was 15.9 months versus 7.6 months  
(P=0.16) (14). Although the results of the study were 
negative and did not statistically meet expectations, the 
study showed that RT combined with IT can provide 
real benefits to patients with metastatic NSCLC. For 
patients with advanced NSCLC, systemic therapy 
remains the treatment of choice, but in recent years RT is 
showing a possible role because of its immunomodulatory  
effects (15). A secondary analysis of the prospective study 
KEYNOTE-001 showed that patients with metastatic 
NSCLC who received RT prior to IT had longer PFS and 
OS than those who did not receive RT (16). In theory, RT 
combined with IT has the potential to overcome mutual 
disadvantages and improve prognosis. Meanwhile, there was 
no increase in adverse events (17), which may be related to 
the timing and modality of combination therapy. In clinical 
practice, the benefit of RT in stage IV NSCLC patients 

treated with IT is still unclear. Prior studies also failed to 
meet the criteria for statistically significant. The purpose 
of this study is aimed at evaluating the role of RT in these 
patients, defining any specific disease characteristics that 
can particularly benefit from the association of RT with 
IT. We present the following article in accordance with 
the STROBE reporting checklist (available at https://tlcr.
amegroups.com/article/view/10.21037/tlcr-22-843/rc).

Methods

Study cohort

A clinical practice analysis was carried out of patients with 
histologically- or cytologically-confirmed stage IV NSCLC 
in the THUNDER-2 study, including patients who had 
been treated with toripalimab or tislelizumab IT and had 
received RT including external beam radiation therapy 
(EBRT) or radioactive particle implantation (RPI) at 3 
oncology centers in Shandong province between 2019 and 
2021. The oncology centers participating in the study are 
Shandong Provincial Qianfoshan Hospital, Weifang People’s 
Hospital and Linyi Cancer Hospital. The primary lesion 
is not controlled or new distant metastases are present, so 
local RT is added to systemic therapy for regional control 
or palliative relief in these stage IV NSCLC. We enrolled 
patients diagnosed with NSCLC who had developed distant 
metastases by medical imaging or pathology, including 
widespread metastasis and oligometastasis. Meanwhile, 
subjects included also received IT with either toripalimab 
or tislelizumab. Patients with incomplete information and a 
previous history of severe systemic disease or autoimmune 
diseases were excluded. With a statistical test power of 90%, 
our sample size meets the requirement. We continuously 
collected and assessed the following patient information: 
basic personal details, distant metastasis condition, time of 
IT initiation, the number of lines of IT, Eastern Cooperative 
Oncology Group (ECOG) performance score, the number 
of chemotherapy cycles before IT, relative information of 
RT, and follow-up data. For patients who underwent EBRT, 
intensity modulated radiotherapy (IMRT) was used, and the 
median dose was 60 Gy (range, 25–100 Gy), delivered in 
the conventional fraction, 2–3 Gy/F, 5 F/W. The primary 
implanted particle in patients treated with RPI was 125I, 
and the median number of particle implantation was 1 
time (range,1–4 times). Oligometastatic status was defined 
as a maximum of 5 metastases in 3 organs, but diffuse 
plasma membrane (meningeal, pleural, pericardial, and 

https://tlcr.amegroups.com/article/view/10.21037/tlcr-22-843/rc
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mesenteric) or bone marrow metastases were not included 
in this definition (18). Based on the peak timing of RT to 
promote tumor-specific antigen release, we preliminarily 
explored the optimal timing of immune drug intervention. 
Taking into account the experience of the PACIFIC study 
and clinical practice, we chose 1 month as the time limit for 
concurrent RT combined with IT. A further 2 treatment 
modalities, namely, concurrent radioimmunotherapy (the 
interval between RT and IT ≤1 month), and sequential 
radioimmunotherapy (the interval between RT and IT  
>1 months), were identified among those who had 
undergone RT according to the start and duration of the 2 
treatments.

Follow-up and endpoints

Follow-up data was obtained retrospectively through 
the electronic medical records according to the standard 
practice of the disease. The physician follow-up included 
clinical assessments, thoracic computed tomography 
(CT) scans, abdomen B-ultrasound examination, brain 
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and other examinations 
as needed. Our experienced medical staff also conducted 
regular telephone follow-up every 3 months for the patients 
included. We kept a detailed record of the follow-up 
person, follow-up time, the survival status of the patients, 
the situation of disease progression, the time of death, 
cause of death and the assessment of the survivors in terms 
of physical status and complications during the follow-up 
process. The primary endpoint of our study was OS, which 
was measured from the initiation of IT until death or the 
last follow-up date.

Statistical analysis

Correlations between clinical baseline characteristics 
were assessed by Fisher’s exact chi-square test. If the 
baseline characteristics of the 3 groups are statistically 
significant, a 2 by 2 comparison were conducted. The 
OS of different combined modalities was evaluated by 
generating Kaplan–Meier curves and performing log 
rank tests. In investigative subgroup analyses, the effect 
of adding RPI or EBRT treatment to IT on OS was 
evaluated in predefined subgroups (age, gender, smoking 
history, histological features, distant metastatic status, liver 
metastasis, brain metastasis, ECOG performance score, IT 
stage, and cycles of previous chemotherapy) using the Cox 
proportional risk model. Forest plots were created to show 

the results of all subgroup analyses. In the entire sample, 
we performed univariate and multivariate Cox regression 
analyses to identify significantly predictive factors of OS. 
Multivariate Cox regression analyses were performed 
to determine whether there was a significant association 
between clinicopathological characteristics and patient 
outcome of IT in stage IV NSCLC. A Cox proportional 
hazards algorithm using the forward stepwise method was 
used in multivariate analyses. The P-values less than or 
equal to 0.1 in the univariable analysis were entered into 
the multivariable Cox regression analysis of total patients. 
Other statistical tests were 2-sided, and P≤0.05 was 
considered statistically significant. Sample size estimation 
using PASS V.15 (NCSS, Kaysville, Utah, USA). Statistical 
analyses were conducted using R (V.4.1.1; the R Foundation 
for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria) or SPSS 26.0 
(IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA) software. A forest plot 
presenting the statistical parameters of each subgroup factor 
was drawn using GraphPad Prism 8.0 (GraphPad Software, 
San Diego, CA, USA).

Ethical statement

The study was conducted in accordance with the 
Declaration of Helsinki (as revised in 2013). The study 
was approved by the Shandong Provincial Qianfoshan 
Hospital review board (No. 2022-S005). Individual consent 
for this retrospective analysis was waived. The other two 
participating hospitals were informed and agreed the study.

Results

Patient characteristics

A total of 120 patients were enrolled in this retrospective 
study between February 2019 and August 2021. Of these 
patients, 76 patients received IT without RT, 11 received IT 
with RPI, and 33 received IT with EBRT. All of 44 patients 
were treated with RT prior to or concurrent with their first 
injection of ICIs. Of these, 15 patients received concurrent 
RT with IT and 29 patients received sequential RT with 
IT. The median interval time between RT and IT is  
3.83 months (range, 0–90.50 months). The median follow-
up for all patients was 15 months [95% confidence interval 
(CI): 7.831–22.169 months]. The baseline characteristics of 
the patients are summarized in Table 1. The number of IT 
lines in patients who had received RPI was mostly above 
the third line. IT without RT had a higher proportion of 
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Table 1 Baseline characteristics of patients

Variable

No. (%) patients

P value
IT without RT (n=76)

IT with RT (n=44)

IT with RPI (n=11) IT with EBRT (n=33)

Age, median [range] (years) 64 [33–89] 66 [48–85] 63 [38–74] 0.185

 <65 40 (52.6) 5 (45.5) 23 (69.7)

 ≥65 36 (47.4) 6 (54.5) 10 (30.3)

Gender 0.283

Male 51 (67.1) 8 (72.7) 27 (81.8)

Female 25 (32.9) 3 (27.3) 6 (18.2)

Smoking status 0.490

No 35 (46.1) 3 (27.3) 13 (39.4)

Yes 41 (53.9) 8 (72.7) 20 (60.6)

Histological features 0.810

Squamous cell carcinomas 34 (44.7) 4 (36.4) 13 (39.4)

Non-squamous cell carcinomas 42 (55.3) 7 (63.6) 20 (60.6)

Distant metastases 0.443

Oligometastatic 20 (26.3) 2 (18.2) 5 (15.2)

Polymetastatic 56 (73.7) 9 (81.8) 28 (84.8)

Liver metastasis 1.000

No 59 (77.6) 9 (81.8) 26 (78.8)

Yes 17 (22.4) 2 (18.2) 7 (21.2)

Brain metastasis  0.001

No 66 (86.8) 9 (81.8) 18 (54.5)

Yes 10 (13.2) 2 (18.2) 15 (45.5)

ECOG performance score 0.607

≤1 46 (60.5) 5 (45.5) 18 (54.5)

≥2 30 (39.5) 6 (54.5) 15 (45.5)

IT stage <0.001

First-line and second-line 71 (93.4) 4 (36.4) 14 (42.4)

Third-line and more 5 (6.6) 7 (63.6) 19 (57.6)

Combined treatment model 0.435

 Concurrent RT with IT (≤1 months) – 3 (27.3) 12 (36.4)

 Sequential RT with IT (>1 months) – 8 (72.7) 21 (63.6)

Irradiated sites 0.556

Primary lesion – 5 (45.5) 10 (30.3)

Metastatic lesion – 3 (27.3) 15 (45.5)

Primary and metastatic lesions – 3 (27.3) 8 (24.2)

Cycles of previous chemotherapy  0.047

≤4 49 (64.5) 7 (63.6) 13 (39.4)

>4 27 (35.5) 4 (36.4) 20 (60.6)

IT, immunotherapy; RT, radiotherapy; RPI, radioactive particle implantation; EBRT, external beam radiation therapy; ECOG, Eastern 
Cooperative Oncology Group.
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Table 2 Comparison between the three population groups for factors with meaningful composition ratios

Variable
IT without RT vs. IT with RPI IT without RT vs. IT with EBRT IT with RPI vs. IT with EBRT

No. (%) P value No. (%) P value No. (%) P value

Brain metastasis 0.645 <0.001 0.158

No 66 (86.8)/9 (81.8) 66 (86.8)/18 (54.5) 9 (81.8)/18 (54.5)

Yes 10 (13.2)/2 (18.2) 10 (13.2)/15 (45.5) 2 (18.2)/15 (45.5)

IT stage <0.001 <0.001 1.000

First-line and second-line 71 (93.4)/4 (36.4) 71 (93.4)/14 (42.4) 4 (36.4)/14 (42.4)

Third-line and more 5 (6.6)/7 (63.6) 5 (6.6)/19 (57.6) 7 (63.6)/19 (57.6)

Cycles of previous chemotherapy 1.000 0.021 0.185

≤4 49 (64.5)/7 (63.6) 49 (64.5)/13 (39.4) 7 (63.6)/13 (39.4)

>4 27 (35.5)/4 (36.4) 27 (35.5)/20 (60.6) 4 (36.4)/20 (60.6)

IT, immunotherapy; RT, radiotherapy; RPI, radioactive particle implantation; EBRT, external beam radiation therapy.

Figure 1 Kaplan-Meier analysis of OS in the total population. Survival curves for OS in 3 groups of people. Red indicates the IT without 
RT group; yellow indicates the IT with RPI group; blue indicates IT with EBRT group. IT, immunotherapy; RT, radiotherapy; RPI, 
radioactive particle implantation; EBRT, external beam radiation therapy; OS, overall survival.

patients without brain metastases and there were more 
people using less than or equal to 4 cycles of chemotherapy 
prior to IT (Table 2).

Varied prognostic trends in the overall population with 
different IT combination modalities

IT combined with RPI had the least favorable prognostic 
trend (median survival: 2 months; 95% CI: 0–4.158 months). 
The median survival time were 9 months in IT without RT 

(95% CI: 4.739–13.207 months) and 10 months in IT with 
EBRT (95% CI: 6.489–13.511 months), respectively, the 
difference was not significant (P=0.148) (Figure 1).

Prognostic effects of adding RT in different populations

In a subgroup analysis of OS (Figure 2), the addition of 
EBRT to IT was not associated with a significantly superior 
effect in patients with stage IV NSCLC (Figure 2A). IT with 
RPI seems to result in a worse prognosis in male patients 
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Figure 2 Exploratory subgroup analysis of associated factors. (A) Forest plots show factors associated with OS in terms of IT with EBRT 
versus IT without RT. (B) Forest plots show factors associated with OS in terms of immunotherapy RPI versus IT without RT. HR, hazard 
ratio; CI, confidence interval; ECOG, Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group; IT, immunotherapy; EBRT, external beam radiation therapy; 
RT, radiotherapy; RPI, radioactive particle implantation; OS, overall survival.
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[hazard ratio (HR) =2.433, 95% CI: 1.084–5.459, P=0.031], 
non-squamous carcinoma pathologies (HR =2.680, 95% CI: 
1.079–6.659, P=0.034), patients with oligometastases (HR 
=7.967, 95% CI: 1.318–48.156, P=0.024), patients with liver 
metastases (HR =10.808, 95% CI: 1.728–67.601, P=0.011) 
or brain metastases (HR =20.087, 95% CI: 2.487–162.203, 
P=0.005), and those with ECOG performance score greater 
than or equal to 2 (HR =2.769, 95% CI: 1.031–7.440, 
P=0.043) (Figure 2B).

Prognostic analysis of the overall population

To invest igate  the  prognost ic  va lue  of  d i f ferent 
characteristics on patients’ OS in the overall population, 
we performed a Cox regression analysis. In univariate 
analyses, gender (female, HR =1.554, 95% CI: 0.921–2.621, 
P=0.099), ECOG performance score ≥2 (HR =2.576, 95% 
CI: 1.559–4.256, P<0.001), IT stage (third-line and more, 
HR =1.863, 95% CI: 1.099–3.158, P=0.021), and treatment 
group (IT with RPI, HR =1.890, 95% CI: 0.936–3.818, 
P=0.076) were significantly associated with poor prognosis 
in the total population, as shown in Table 3. Multivariate 
Cox analysis of prognostic elements revealed that ECOG 
score and IT stage were the independent prognostic factors. 
ECOG scores ≥2 (HR =2.701, 95% CI: 1.630–4.475, 
P<0.001) and third-line and more IT (HR =2.032, 95% CI: 
1.189–3.471, P=0.009) were shown to be independently 
associated with poor prognosis. IT with RPI and IT with 
EBRT did not improve outcomes in the general population 
(Table 3).

Scheduling of combined IT after RT affects patients’ long-
term outcomes

We further analyzed whether the temporal layout in the 
RT combined with IT modality affects the efficacy. In 
the Kaplan-Meier curve, we found a trend of benefit for 
concurrent IT with RT in general population with OS over 
nearly 8 months (P=0.189) (Figure 3A). Meanwhile, similar 
benefit potential was also observed in the group treated with 
concurrent IT and EBRT (P=0.202) (Figure 3B). In Cox 
analysis, concurrent radioimmunotherapy (HR =0.764, 95% 
CI: 0.339–1.724, P=0.517) had a development potential 
to improve prognosis, and prognostic tendency remained 
favorable in simultaneous IT with EBRT (HR =0.516, 95% 
CI: 0.183–1.454, P=0.211). Although the P-values were not 
statistically significant, we observed a trend that concurrent 
radioimmunotherapy (≤1 month) might improve the long-

term prognosis of patients in the above two groups. Due 
to the comparatively small population of RPI, it was not 
possible to analyze the impact of timing in RPI patients.

Combining RT with first-line or second-line IT trended 
toward to improved survival

First-line and second-line IT significantly improved 
patient survival and was an independent protective factor in 
multivariate Cox analysis of the overall population (Table 3). 
Therefore, we further explored whether the first-line and 
second-line IT combined with RT could better improve 
patient prognosis. In Kaplan-Meier curve analysis, first-line 
and second-line IT combined with RT trended toward a 
benefit for patients with OS over approximately 7 months, 
however, the P values (P=0.224) were not statistically 
significant in the 3 groups of patients (Figure 4A). First-
line and second-line IT with EBRT improved the prognosis 
direction in patients with OS beyond almost 4 months, 
although the P value (P=0.054) was marginal it was not 
statistically different (Figure 4B). In Cox analysis, first-line 
and second-line IT with RT (HR =0.539, 95% CI: 0.190–
1.528, P=0.245) had a possibility to improve outcome, and 
prognostic tendency was promising in first-line and second-
line IT with EBRT (HR =0.184, 95% CI: 0.025–1.347, 
P=0.096). The time interval between RT and IT ranged 
from 0 to 3 months. Although IT with RPI or EBRT 
therapy did not improve prognosis in the total population, 
we observed a trend toward a benefit in the long-term 
survival when IT was advanced to first-line or second-line 
therapeutic regimens and combined with RT.

Discussion

The primary findings of this study suggest that IT 
combined with EBRT or RPI did not improve prognosis 
in any subgroup of stage IV NSCLC. As far as we know, 
this study is the first to ascertain in the clinical practice 
setting that RPI does not induce the tumor immune 
microenvironment and enhances the efficacy of IT in stage 
IV NSCLC. In some specific populations, patients who 
underwent RPI to IT had a less favorable OS than those 
who underwent IT monotherapy.

Prior animal investigations suggest that low-dose 
continuous radiation from radioactive particles can alter 
the immune phenotype of tumors, thereby reducing 
the incidence of tumor metastasis (19). It was shown 
that 125I RPI combined with cytokine-induced killer cell 
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Table 3 Univariable and multivariable Cox regression analyses of overall survival in total population

Covariate
Univariable model Multivariable model

HR 95% CI P value HR 95% CI P value

Age, years – – –

<65 1 – – –

≥65 1.237 0.754–2.030 0.400 – – –

Gender * – –

Male 1 – – –

Female 1.554 0.921–2.621 0.099 – – –

Smoking – – –

No 1 – – –

Yes 0.990 0.598–1.638 0.969 – – –

Histological features – – –

Non-squamous cell carcinomas 1 – – –

Squamous cell carcinomas 0.796 0.476–1.330 0.384 – – –

Distant metastases – – –

Oligometastatic 1 – – –

Polymetastatic 1.438 0.748–2.766 0.277 – – –

Liver metastasis – – –

No 1 – – –

Yes 1.236 0.679–2.250 0.487 – – –

Brain metastasis – – –

No 1 – – –

Yes 1.036 0.580–1.852 0.904 – – –

ECOG performance score

≤1 1 1

≥2 2.576 1.559-4.256 <0.001 2.701 1.630–4.475 <0.001

IT stage

First-line and second-line 1 1

Third-line and more 1.863 1.099–3.158 0.021 2.032 1.189–3.471 0.009

Combined treatment model – – –

IT without RT 1 – – –

Concurrent radioimmunotherapy (≤1 month) 0.764 0.339–1.724 0.517 – – –

Sequential radioimmunotherapy (>1 months) 1.502 0.862–2.616 0.151 – – –

Cycles of previous chemotherapy – – –

≤4 1 – – –

>4 1.068 0.649–1.756 0.796 – – –

Treatment group * – –

IT without RT 1 – – –

IT with RPI 1.890 0.936–3.818 0.076 – – –

IT with EBRT 0.973 0.541–1.749 0.927 – – –

*, not in the final step of the multivariable analysis. HR, hazard ratio; CI, confidence interval; ECOG, Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group; 
IT, immunotherapy; RT, radiotherapy; RPI, radioactive particle implantation; EBRT, external beam radiation therapy.
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Figure 3 Kaplan-Meier survival curves of the temporal layout of RT combined with IT on OS. (A) Survival curves for OS in the total 
population. Red indicates the IT without RT group, yellow indicates the concurrent IT with RT group; and blue indicates the sequential 
IT with RT group. (B) Survival curves for OS in population of IT without RT and IT with EBRT. Red indicates the IT without RT group, 
yellow indicates the concurrent IT with EBRT group, and blue indicates the sequential IT with EBRT group. IT, immunotherapy; RT, 
radiotherapy; EBRT, external beam radiation therapy; OS, overall survival.
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therapy significantly inhibits the in vivo growth of mouse 
liver cancer cells and improves animal survival time by 
promoting anti-tumor immunity. 125I RPI upregulated the 
expression of major histocompatibility complex (MHC) 
class I chain-related gene A in hepatocellular carcinoma 
cells and enhanced cytokine-induced killer cell-mediated 
apoptosis through activation of caspase-3. In addition, 
cytokine-induced killer cells provide immune substrates to 
induce a strong immune response in the body after 125I RPI 
treatment (20). However, in our study, the overall prognosis 
of RPI was poor, and in a subgroup analysis, particle 

implantation was generally associated with a negative 
prognosis in specific populations. This may be related to the 
small sample size of patients treated with RPI in this study 
(n=11), the utilization of IT in most patients necessitating 
third-line therapy, and the late intervention of IT (63.6% 
for third-line IT, P<0.001), which also influenced the 
statistical results to some extent. Whether the efficacy of 
RPI therapy improves immune status needs to be further 
explored.

The effect of dose setting and fractionation pattern on 
the antitumor immune response remain to be explored. A 
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couple of immunogenic mice studies have shown a more 
pronounced immunomodulatory effect of large fractionated 
radiation therapy compared to single-dose radiation 
therapy (21-23). Large fractionated RT modality minimizes 
the toxic effects of additional radiation therapy. High-
dose RT activates the cGAS-STING signaling pathway 
and promotes acute exposure of interferon in the body 
to effectively induce anti-tumor immunity response (24-
26). Chronic interferon exposure from low-dose RT often 
results in a state of immunosuppression. It has also been 

shown that tumor burden is negatively correlated with 
the efficacy of IT (27). RT on multiple sites of metastases 
releases a large amount of antigen while reducing the tumor 
load, thus stimulating the immunogenicity of the tumor. 
This, in the context of IT, could lead to consider local 
treatment on all metastatic sites (28).

An analysis from the National Cancer Database revealed 
that patients who treated with hypofractionated RT had 
improved 1-year OS (59.0%) compared with those who 
did not receive RT (55.7%), but this was not statistically 

Figure 4 Kaplan-Meier survival curves of first-line and second-line IT combined with RT on OS. (A) Survival curves for OS in first-line and 
second-line IT combined with RT. Red indicates the first-line and second-line IT without RT; blue indicates the first-line and second-line 
IT with RT. (B) Survival curves for OS in first-line and second-line IT combined with EBRT. Red indicates the first-line and second-line 
IT without RT; blue indicates the first-line and second-line IT with EBRT. IT, immunotherapy; RT, radiotherapy; EBRT, external beam 
radiation therapy; OS, overall survival.
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significant (HR =0.9, 95% CI: 0.8–1.1, P=0.22); however, 
patients receiving CFRT had significantly less favorable 
OS relative to those receiving no RT (HR =1.3, 95% CI: 
1.3–1.4, P<0.001) (29). In our study, people receiving EBRT 
were treated with conventional fractionation, and there 
was no significant improvement in patient prognosis. The 
optimal fractionation of EBRT combined with IT requires 
further study.

A systematic review and meta-analysis including 19 
studies showed that OS, intracranial local control rate, and 
intracranial distant control rate were better with concurrent 
RT combined with IT than with RT sequential IT in 
patients of lung cancer with brain metastases (30). Although 
we did not obtain the same results in our study, the survival 
curves suggest that there may be a survival benefit in terms 
of trend for long-term survival in patients treated with 
concurrent RT with IT.

In the 2022 American Society of Clinical Oncology 
(ASCO) report, the addition of RT to first-line IT 
combination chemotherapy improved the prognosis of 
patients with advanced NSCLC, and its toxicity was 
well-tolerated. Due to the limitation of sample size, our 
enrolled patients had no history of EBRT in first-line IT, 
so we integrated patients with first- and second-line IT for 
analysis, and found that this can benefit patients with long-
term survival. This inspired the strategic importance of 
early combination IT after RT.

The impact of PD-L1 expression level on RT combined 
with IT is a very interesting but unresolved issue. In the 
PEMBRO-RT trial, PD-L1-negative patients treated with 
pembrolizumab plus RT had a much-improved prognosis (14). 
In a pooled analysis of the PEMBRO-RT and MDACC 
randomized trials, it was not determined whether there was 
a meaningful association between PD-L1 status and the 
benefit of pembrolizumab plus RT (31). Due to the small 
sample size for detecting PD-L1 expression status in this 
data, this subgroup was not included in the analysis.

This study showed a trend toward better outcomes in the 
many subgroups of IT with EBRT compared to IT without 
RT, but certain pre-specified criteria for meaningful clinical 
benefit remained unmet. Therefore, a larger sample size is 
needed to more accurately detect the prognostic impact of 
adding RT to IT on patient prognosis.

There is a trend towards combination therapy with 
ICIs. In the era of IT, the addition of RT has achieved 
new breakthroughs; our study suggests that EBRT should 
be given preference as local palliative treatment to relieve 
local symptoms in patients with stage IV NSCLC than 

RPI therapy. Appropriate combination modality, suitable 
RT dose, and precise timing of combination could 
significantly prolong survival in advanced NSCLC (32). 
In future, if traditional combination modalities alone, such 
as RT, chemotherapy, and targeted therapy, fail to achieve 
significant OS benefit, new combination modalities will 
hold great promise, such as the addition of cytokines to 
RT combined with IT (33). Based on the existing studies, 
exploring new combination models to better improve the 
survival of patients with advanced lung cancer will be the 
focus of our next research.

Conclusions

While the robustness of the present conclusions is limited 
by relatively small sample size and retrospective nature of 
this research, the results suggest that combining EBRT or 
RPI with IT did not significantly improve patients’ OS in 
stage IV NSCLC. Concurrent IT with RT could improve 
long-term therapeutic outcome. In patients with a history 
of RT, early follow-up combined IT, such as advancing 
IT to the first and second line or current combined with 
RT, might confer a significantly beneficial trend among 
patients with a longer survival period. These results warrant 
confirmation in large sample population.
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